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Audience Profile
Our intended audience is a lover of all things fantasy. The highlight of their week is playing

Dungeons and Dragons with their fellow roleplaying fans. When they’re not at work or planning their next
campaign, they are reading fantasy novels and watching The Witcher. While they enjoy a good piece of
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medieval fiction, they also don't shy away from researching the extended lore and history of their favorite
fandoms. When they play a game they’re in it for combat as much as worldbuilding. A good fighting
game is fine with them, but a game with interesting lore ranks higher in their book.

High Concept
Using magic to unlock ancient secrets evokes a sense of thrill and wonder.

Game Flow

Narrative

Story Summary

Courier’s Quest puts users in the boots of Tollo, who is living in the world of Azruella. Tollo is a

kobold, a creature living at the bottom rungs of society, with a secret. Tollo has the ability to use magic,

something normally exclusive to the humans and mages of the upper levels of society. Keeping this ability

a secret but needing money to take care of his young sister Tille, Tollo embarks on a mission as a courier, a

delivery service that hires kobolds for their ability to avoid the dangers of the Wild Lands.

With the help of Tille, Tollo finds a safe place to practice his fighting skills so he can have a chance

at surviving the dangers of the Wild Lands. However, the training grounds are not as safe as they would

seem. While Tollo is on his way to head home, a huge wolf appears. Tollo recognizes the wolf as Fenrir, a

legendary demigod. Tollo flees from Fenrir into a nearby cave. Here he finds himself in more danger when

the floor collapses. This sends him tumbling to the deeper parts of the cave, known as the Underground.
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Upon entering the Underground, Tollo finds himself in more danger. Soon after he lands the cave

fills with toxic gas. This new danger prompts Tollo to find safety, which he discovers in the settlement of

Underton.  Hidden away underneath the Wilds, Underton is a former mining camp that now offers rest

and refuge from the dangerous parts of the Underground. Svend, the last resident of Underton, informs

Tollo that there is a way out through the Underground. However, to get to it Tollo must fight a terrible

snake monster: Jormungandr. On his way to Jormungandr’s lair, Tollo uncovers a magic spell, lightning,

which can destroy obstacles and harm foes. After defeating Jormungandr, Tollo emerges from the

Underground to find himself among strange ruins, where he uncovers an ancient prophecy about

Ragnarok. He realizes Fenrir and Jormungandr are two of the demigods who are part of the prophecy,

along with a third one Tollo has yet to meet.

Tollo continues forward on his journey. He happens upon the village of Oslo whose inhabitants

are in need of help after Tollo destroys their gate. After helping the villagers repair the gate Oslo’s

chieftain, Leif, tells Tollo of a magic spell nearby and the vile necromancer Hel, who has been corrupting

the forest. Tollo finds the new spell, graviton, which he can use to propel enemies. With this new power

Tollo makes his way through the corrupted part of the forest. He arrives at Hel’s temple and fights her, but

she summons Fenrir to aid her in the fight. Tollo eventually defeats both Hel and Fenrir, after which he is

reunited with Tille. She reveals that there is a great treasure in the temple that will keep them well off for the

rest of their days. Finally reunited with his sister, Tollo and Tille return home.

Lore

Throughout the game players will come across lore pages, which will provide extra information

about the world. These will be uncovered in chests throughout the world. There are a total of 24 lore

pages to find.
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List of Lore Pages

Title Location Text

Kobold Kombat Tutorial Level,
Campsite

To attack with melee get out your weapon and swing (LMB, controller RTrig)!

You can also attack with range. Get out a crossbow (X, RBump) and charge your shot

(hold LMB, hold RTrig).

The longer you charge the farther your shot will go. When ready, fire your arrow

(release LMB, release RTrig)!

Those who know magic spells can easily switch between them (LCtrl, controller LBump)

and then cast (SHIFT, LBump).

But don’t get your hopes up. Kobolds using magic is almost unheard of.

Azruella Tutorial Level, Hill
area

Azruella is both the name bestowed upon the kingdom as well as the continent. Within

the kingdom, its capital is Eishild, though one of its most populated cities is Ravant.

Then there lies the Underground, a cave system well beneath the continent. It's littered

with beautiful glitra crystals, if one can survive long enough within the caves to enjoy

their beauty. There is also the  foreboding Wild Lands, known by all who reside in

Azruella as the land of danger. Meanwhile, Yggdrasil Forest is home to forest spirits as

well as residents of other races.

Ravent Tutorial Level, Hill
area

In western Azruella lies the bright, sunkissed city of Ravant, home to a large portion of

Kobolds. However, due to their low societal status the Kobold have been forced into

poor living conditions, residing in the slums of the city. Externally, the city is

surrounded by seemingly impenetrable ivory walls that appear to shine in the distance,

a beacon of hope to the kingdom of Azruella. However, internally Ravant holds a

deep divide in its society. Due to its caste system, magic casting races are revered while

the others are alienated into the lowest rungs, forced to live in the slums within the

edge of the city.

The Underground Level 1, Toxic Gas
Cave

According to tales of old, these caves below the Wild Lands were initially tunneled out

by miners seeking a hidden fortune. What they found instead was a pocket of crystal

growth more valuable than any other ore. They named the crystals glitra and

auctioned them off to court mages, who were interested in the magic emanating from

them. The miners' profitable discovery made them greedy, and they continued to mine

deeper into the earth. Anyone journeying through these caves must keep their wits

about them, as danger is hiding around every corner.
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Title Location Text

Underton Level 1, Underton At its birth, Underton started off as a simple outpost built by the miners who sought the

crystals of the Underground. Due to excessive mining, a huge ancient beast dwelling

within the caves awoke. This creature trapped the miners in Underton. Quickly

overtaken by toxic gas and the Underground creatures stirred by the beast’s awakening,

Underton is now mostly abandoned.

A Warning Level 1, Underton If you happen upon a kobold traveling salesman do not give him a dime! That tiny

trouble maker sold me a pickaxe for 50 silver that he claimed was indestructible, but it

shattered the moment I set it down! The fiend's name is Skam Likelee.

Jörmungandr Level 1, Underton Legends tell of Jormungandr, the draconic serpent and youngest child of Ikolton. In his

youth, Jormungandr was less magically inclined than his siblings and would isolate

himself from them in shame. Currently residing in the depths of the Underground, this

ancient being poisoned the waters of the nearby cave system causing them to be deadly

on contact. While Jörmungandr dwells in the caves of the Underground, his venomous

presence can be felt all the way to Ravent. However, during his time as unrivaled ruler of

the Underground he has become arrogant and no longer has mastery of his limited

magical abilities. It is said there is a power concealed within the cave depths that would

rival his own, though no mortal has claimed it.

Glitra Level 1, Underton Glitra are colorful crystals that naturally occur in the Underground. While tales of their

discovery are intertwined with the mythology of the Wild Lands, the crystal’s use in

Eishild’s court is even more intriguing. The mages of Eishild were the first to study the

glowing crystals and quickly learned that the magic harnessed from them is extremely

volatile. Only those with the strongest will can wield the energy possessed within the

glitra. Interest in glitra mining faded over the decades, especially after hostile creatures

were found to occupy the Underground caves.
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Title Location Text

Bo Level 1, Underton Though long forgotten by the newer generations, Bo is the god of wisdom, healing,

knowledge, and war. Father of the great hero Falcur, Bo appears as an older man with a

snowy white beard and only one eye, which he uses to look upon the world. Rumors

used to circulate that perhaps Falcur got his looks from his mother instead. As an

immortal being residing beyond the realm of the living, Bo watches over fallen warriors,

and under certain circumstances grants blessings. Though not everyone remembers–yet

alone believes he exists-one cannot help but wonder what boons he might grant for a

hefty offering.

Miner’s Diary Level 1, Underton Blast that cursed overseer! We've been working down here for weeks with only tents for

shelter, and now that we do have houses they are too small for us. Just the other day

Svend got stuck in a doorway! How can they expect us to mine glitra if we don't have

enough room even to sleep?

Jotun Level 1,
Underground
Lake

These hostile elemental creatures are a plague upon Azruella and are especially

prevalent in the Underground. The Jotun recently emerged from the depths to protect

the ancient evil being that resides in these cave systems. They are particularly protective

of the glitra crystals, as they are a reservoir of power that the ancient sleeping beast

relies on. Jotun are not known to be the most intelligent beings, so they rely on their

brute force when attacking. A well-timed sword swing will shatter these creatures into

dust.

Ancient Poetry Level 1, Caves
after Lake

According to all known laws

of aviation,

there is no way a kobold

should be able to fly.

Its wings are too small to get

its fat little body off the ground.

The kobold, of course, flies anyway

because kobolds don't care

what humans think is impossible.
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Title Location Text

Wet Page Level 1,
Jormungandr’s lair

I've been practicing for what seems like an eternity, but the best I could muster was a few

pebbles. If I am to fulfill my role in father's plan I must be able to conjure something

more powerful than that rubble...perhaps I'll try channeling from the pool next time a

jotun stumbles in.

Fenrir Level 2, Ragnarok
Ruins

As the first born of the children of Ikolton, Fenrir was the mightiest warrior of them all.

He was given the title of “The Destroyer'' due to his ability to wreak havoc across

kingdoms with his large claws. Fenrir aided his father’s rule over Azruella during the

Reign of Ragnarok by flexing his immense strength to crush insurrections. He was only

stopped when the great hero Falcur was able to trap the great beast with enchanted

chains. Falcur then imprisoned Fenrir on the abandoned island of Falcur’s Hilt to

separate him from the land of mortal races. Fenrir now wishes to reimpose his power

over the people of Azruella and send the continent into chaos. Only a true hero could

elude Fenrir’s overwhelming attacks and imprison The Destroyer once and for all.

Reign of Ragnarok Level 2, Ragnarok
Ruins

Centuries ago, the mortal realm was filled with chaotic magic and terrible monsters

roamed the lands. The continent was easier to conquer, and the demigod children of

Ikolton took advantage of this weakness. Jormungandr poisoned the Underground with

his venom, Hel raised the dead from their graves, and Fenrir dominated the cities of

man. The dark ages during their rule was thought to mark the end of times and dubbed

the Reign of Ragnarok. It was only with the strength of the gods that the legendary hero

Falcur was able to vanquish these foes. Within the last few decades magic has grown

wild again and society corrupt, causing some to be concerned a new Reign of Ragnarok

may be upon the world. If the children of Ikolton were to corrupt the world again, the

continent would surely fall into ruin without a hero like Falcur to save it.

Yggdrasil Forest Level 2, Forest
after Oslo

Named after the goddess of nature, Yggra, Yggdrasil Forest is located near Oslo

Village. Normally it is home to spirits who are fond of the villagers. Unfortunately, due

to a dark entity, the forest is being overtaken and has become partially corrupted. Its

once kind inhabitants are now aggressive as the corruption grows further and further.
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Title Location Text

Oslo Village Level 2, Oslo A once peaceful place, Oslo Village is where the forest spirits and early settlers of

Yggdrasil found a place to coexist. The villagers are now plagued with concern as their

beloved forest is being overtaken by a mysterious dark force. Its greatest and most well

known feature is the shrine by Lake Ausa. While the shrine holds sentimental value to the

villagers, few continue to venture off to it due to the growing corruption of their forest.

Despite this, the shrine still remains as a beacon of hope.

Villager’s Diary Level 2, Oslo What a load of rubbish! We asked for reinforcements, but all  Svend sent were those tiny

house construction plans! How am I supposed to fit through a door the size of a

kobold?! Needless to say none of us are going in the houses unless a real emergency

happens.

Sacred Tree Level 2, Campsite Located in Yggdrasil Forest, this massive tree was once thought to be sacred due to the

nature goddess Yggra’s blessing over the land. The forest spirits have been rumored to

use the tree to help guide any idling travelers thought to be lost. However, now that the

forest has been partially overtaken with darkness, the tree's appearance has been

altered. Now half dead and half alive, the tree is more symbolic of the sad state of its

once beloved forest.

Falcur Level 2, Falcur’s
Shrine

There is no greater hero or legend than the demigod Falcur. The son of Bo is best

known for thwarting the Reign of Ragnarok. While his might and magic were a blessing

from his father, Falcur’s handsome features were a gift from his mother, Yggra. Falcur’s

long blond hair was so envied by mortals that one woman even tried to cut off a lock

while Falcur was sleeping. When Falcur awoke he simply laughed, and offered to let the

woman braid his hair before battles. Falcur’s love of mortals culminated in his glorious

victory over the children of Ikolton, and he spent the remainder of his life residing

among the people of Azruella.
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Title Location Text

Fursli Level 2, Corrupted
Forest

Due to the corrupting of Yggdrasil Forest by a maleficent being, the sprouting of evil

creatures has begun. Once kind spirits of the forest, the Fursli are now hostile creatures

ready to attack anything or anyone in sight. Appearing at first as a tree, they easily

disguise themselves within the hoards of oaks and pines, awaiting any unfortunate

travelers. Due to their great weight it is hard for them to move, so Fursli attack their

victims by launching acorns at them.

Ikolton Level 2, Hel’s
Temple

The god of deception and shadows, Ikolton is brother to Bo and father of Jormungandr,

Hel, and Fenrir. Having favored his eldest, Fenrir, Ikolton spent more time teaching him

magic and combat skills compared to his other two children. Though a malicious god,

he was not such a vile parent. Ikolton easily convinced his children to do his bidding

during the Reign of Ragnarok, and it’s been rumored he may have had a similar

influence on the King of Azruella. Unlike his demigod offspring, Ikolton has been known

to possess people and even use them as his puppets. He is rightfully revered as the most

mischievous god of malice.

Hel Level 2, Hel’s
Temple

During the Reign of Ragnarok Hel was known to many as Queen of the Undead,

though she preferred the title “Grand Ruler of Decay and the End Times of Mortal

Races.” Her expertise with necrotic magic made her one of the deadliest of Ikolton’s

dynasty. She sacrificed parts of her own body to fuel her morbid necromantic abilities.

Since she surrounded herself with death and decay, she was shunned from normal

society and had to find solace in the wild of the Yggdrasil Forest. In contrast with her

younger brother Jormungandr, she relies exclusively on her magic abilities as opposed

to physical combat. While there was once a rumor of a power hidden within the forest

that could counter her magic, no beings have been able to hone the spell. With no one

to oppose her rule, she continues to bend the creatures of the forest to her corrupted

impulses.

Old Torn Page Level 2, Hel’s
Temple

So it has come to this. The one I once loved above all else has come to be my undoing.

All my pleas to see reason did nothing to sway their conviction that their path is the only

one. The "right" one. My gifts are "sacrifices." My enthusiasm is "deranged." My power, a

"burden." If they want me to be the enemy, so be it.
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Quests
There will not be a formal menu or system for tracking quest progress. Players have the option to

talk to certain NPCs for additional context and guidance. Points of quests that are not essential for

progressing through the game are noted.

Quests Overview

Tutorial - Training Grounds

Quest 1 ● Jump up to camp
● Get training manual (Optional)
● Talk to Tille (Optional)
● Reach top of hill
● Escape Fenrir
● Quest 2 Begins

Level 1 - The Underground Level 2 - Yggdrasil Forest

Quest 2 ● Escape toxic gas
● Find Underton
● Talk to Svend
● Find Key
● Leave Underton
● Quest 3 Begins

Quest 4 ● Navigate ruins
● Destroy Oslo’s gate,
● Talk to Leif
● Chop wood
● Return to Leif
● Leave to find Lake Ausa
● Quest 5 Begins

Quest 3 ● Find lightning spell
● Find Jormungandr’s lair
● Defeat Jormungandr
● Exit Jormungandr’s lair
● Quest 4 Begins

Quest 5 ● Exit Oslo to find Lake Ausa
● Find graviton spell
● Find Hel’s temple
● Defeat Hel & Fenrir
● Tollo reunites with Tille
● Game Ends
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Tutorial - Training Grounds

Quest 1

Starts when a new game begins. Tollo picks up a training manual and talks with Tille about his upcoming
courier’s mission. As Tollo heads home he encounters Fenrir, who chases them into a cave, triggering
the next quest.

Start New game starts

To Complete Jump up to camp, Get training manual (Optional), Talk to Tille (Optional), Reach
top of hill, Escape Fenrir

End Fall through cave floor into Level 2

Dialogue

Tollo must climb up the hill to join Tille

Tollo: “Tille must be somewhere up that hill. I need to jump up there to join her.”

When Tollo reaches the top of the hill with the camp

Tollo: “Aha, so we meet again, training dummy! It seems it's time for me to get in some training and best
you again.”

When Tollo talks to Tille

Tille: “I’m not a dummy, Tollo! Let’s begin with a few warm ups. You’ll need all your strength when
fighting dragonkin and warring deities in the Wild Lands!”

Tollo: “Don’t be silly Tille, those are just fairy tales. But the Wild Lands are dangerous, so some more
training wouldn’t hurt.”

Tille: “You should try using your magic!”

Tollo: “Shhh, not so loud Tille. You know kobolds aren’t supposed to use magic. Besides, I don't know
any real spells.”

Tille: “What if you find one on your courier’s mission?”

(Continued on next page)
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(Continued on next page)

Tollo: “That’s not going to happen.”

Tille: “Come on, let’s head back. I’ll meet you at the top of the hill.”

During Cutscene

Fenrir: “What an apatizing morsel.”

Tollo: “Wha wha wait!”

Fenrir: “Kobolds, so small and fragile.” *laughs* “I love it when food runs!”

When Tollo gets to the cave

Fenrir: “Not even death can save you from me.”

END OF QUEST 1

END OF TUTORIAL LEVEL
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Level 1 - The Underground

Quest 2

Starts immediately after Tollo falls into the Underground. Tollo navigates through the first part of the
cave to escape toxic gas. Tollo arrives in Underton where he gets a lead on how to get out. Ends when
Tollo leaves Underton.

Start Tollo falls into the Underground

To Complete Escape toxic gas, Find Underton, Talk to Svend, Find key

End Leave Underton

Dialogue

Tollo is relieved to get away from danger once he’s done falling

Tollo: “I suppose death by cave isn’t much better then death by giant supernatural wolf. *nervous gulp*
I should try and find a way back to the surface.“

Midway through the first cave section, Tollo comments on poison gas flooding the tunnel

Tollo: *coughs* “I need to leave this part of the cave, it’s becoming hard to breathe!”

When Tollo sees Underton from the overlook for the first time

Tollo: “Wow! I can’t believe there’s a settlement down here! I wish Tille was here to see this…”

When Tollo enters Underton

Tollo: “How strange, I never imagined such a place like this could exist!”

Tollo talks to Svend

Tollo: “Uh hello, I’m lost and …”

(Continued on next page)
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(Continued on next page)

Svend (extremely joyful): “Oh this is wonderful! Just fantastic!”

Tollo: “You think entrapment in a cave is wonderful?”

Svend: “Oh, well no, that’s rather unfortunate, but I am ever so glad you’ve come! My name is Svend
and I’m the leader and last inhabitant of fine former glitra mining settlement of Underton, here in the
beautiful Underground!”

Svend: “We haven’t had a newcomer in ages! Would you like a mug of rock mead, or a slice of
glowshroom pie?”

Tollo: “Um my name is Tollo and uh thanks, but no Svend. Do you know a way I can get out of here?”

Svend: “Well, I have one lead on how to get out. I’ve been keeping a journal on the beast that sleeps
below the city. There is some evidence that the exit lies in his lair.”

Tollo: “Thanks for everything. I guess I’ll be on my way now.”

Svend: “Oh actually, one last note. I misplaced the key to the gate awhile ago. Don’t worry it should be
somewhere around Underton, but you may have to look for it.”

Svend: “Good luck on your journey, my small friend!”

END OF QUEST 2
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Level 1 - The Underground

Quest 3

Starts when Tollo leaves Underton. Tollo finds lightning, then defeats Jormungandr and uncovers an exit
back to the surface. Ends when Tollo exits Jormungandr’s lair.

Start Leave Underton

To Complete Find lightning spell, Find Jormungandr’s lair, Defeat Jormungandr

End Exit Jormungandr’s lair

Dialogue

Tollo comments on the Underground lake before jumping down

Tollo: “Oh my, that’s beautiful! Aah! What’s that movement down below…”

Tollo finds lightning

Tollo: “Woah, what a rush! My hands feel…tingly?”

Jormungandr: “Some little kobold has managed to secure the power of the storm? Fascinating....why
don't you come find me little one.”

Tollo falls into Jormungandr’s lair, triggering a cutscene with the following dialogue.

Jormungandr: “Who dares enter the lair of Jormungandr, the World Snake? I will tear you apart!”

While Jormungandr is attacking

Jormungandr: “You better sssscatter!”

Jormungandr: “Kneel before me!”

(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

Upon approaching exit

Tollo: “Phew, I wasn’t sure I was going to make it out of here!”

END OF QUEST 4

END OF LEVEL 1

Level 2 - Yggdrasil

Quest 4

Starts when Tollo emerges in a ruin, then finds Oslo and breaks the gate to get in. Tollo helps repair the
gate, then learns about the evil taking over the forest. Starts when Tollo leaves for Lake Ausa

Start Tollo emerges in the ruins

To Complete Navigate ruins, Destroy Oslo’s gate, Talk to Leif, Chop wood, Return to Leif

End Leave to find Lake Ausa

Dialogue

Tollo emerges from the cave and explores the ruins

Tollo: “I never thought I’d see the sun again!”

Tollo: “Ragnarok…This must be why those demigods have returned! Oh no, it appears Fenrir and
Jormungandr aren’t alone, there’s one more out there.”

Tollo navigates through Yggdrasil, fighting minor enemies along the way

Tollo: “Woah, those jotun don’t look too friendly!”

(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

Tollo arrives at the entrance to Oslo and destroys the gate

Tollo: “Hmm…how strange. The village’s entrance is blocked up! How will I enter?”

Tollo: “Aha! Take that you, hideous piece of wood! A little lightning seemed to do the trick!”

Tollo talks to Lief regarding the gate

Tollo: “Hello, my name is Tollo! Do you happen to know why the village entrance was blocked? It
doesn't seem like a good way to welcome tourists.”

Leif: “ What have you done? Our fortifications have been destroyed! We needed those to fend off those
awful forest beasts. As chieftain of Oslo village I, Lief order you to help us fix them!”

Tollo: “Eh yes, the least I can do is help. My apologizes Lief, what do you need me to do?”

Leif: “Would you be able to chop down some wood for us? The other villagers are too afraid to leave
their houses to help me with it. That way I can rebuild the fortifications you so impolitely obliterated.”

Tollo: “Absolutely! Those fortifications will be built in no time!”

Tollo returns from chopping wood`

Tollo: “Here is the wood you requested! So you mentioned the forest beasts…could you elaborate?”

Leif: “Yes…the Fursli. They are vicious monsters that dwell in Yggdrasil forest and attack anyone who
happens to come across them! There are also those awful Jotun that have been emerging from the
Underground.”

Tollo: “How awful! Who could have created such horrid creatures?”

Leif: “The vile sorceress Hel…she has been corrupting our beloved forest!”

Tollo: “There must be some way to defeat Hel!”

(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

Leif: “Perhaps…there is a shrine at Lake Ausa. It’s said if those who are magically gifted visit it they will
be blessed with the magic to push enemies like rushing water. Judging from the spell you cast on our
gate, I’d say you’re magically gifted.”

Tollo: “I see…then maybe it’s time I visit the lake. I simply can’t turn a blindeye to a whole village in
need!”

Leif: “Thank you kind adventurer, the village of Oslo thanks you! Now on your way…”

END OF QUEST 5

Level 2 - Yggdrasil

Quest 5

Starts when Tollo leaves Oslo for Lake Ausa. Tollo finds gravition and later Hel’s temple. He finds Hel in
a courtyard, who summons Fenrir. Tollo defeats Hel and Fenrir. Ends when Tollo reunites with Tille.

Start Exit Oslo to find Lake Ausa

To Complete Find graviton spell, Find Hel’s temple, Defeat Hel & Fenrir

End Tollo reunites with Tille

Dialogue

When Tollo heads out the find Lake Ausa

Tollo: “Time to find this mysterious lake…”

Once Tollo has encountered Lake Ausa and finds graviton

Tollo: “This must be Lake Ausa! The energy here seems awfully familiar to the one I saw in the
Underground Lake…”

(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

Tollo: “Ah! This is amazing. It seems I’m able to cast a new spell!”

Tollo: “Now to try out this new ability…”

Tollo begins on the path through the corrupted part of Yggdrasil to Hel’s temple

Tollo: “This must be the corrupted part of the forest the villagers told me about!”

Tollo: “Something feels off here… I think this must be the place.”

Tollo expresses fear while navigating the temple

Tollo: “Oh boy…no one ever mentioned the temple being this unsettling!”

Tollo: “Be brave, Tollo…you defeated Jormungandr after all this can’t be so bad…”

Tollo: “W–whoa, what awful creature would live here?”

Tollo: “Happy thoughts…happy thoughts!”

Hel’s Taunts to Tollo, and Tollo’s responses

Hel: “No one overcomes death, little one.”

Hel: “You think you can best me in battle?”

Hel: “You cannot delay the inevitable.”

Hel: “Death is not the end little one.”

Hel: “I am the grande ruler of decay!”

(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

After Hel & Fenrir are defeated a cutscene triggers

Fenrir: *shocked and weakly* “I’ve failed! Ragnarok…has been…defeated.”

Tille appears

Tille: *coughs weakly* “I knew you could do it.”

Tollo: “Tille!”

Tollo: “I can’t wait to tell you about all my adventures!”

Tille: “And I can’t show you all the coins and treasure I found in this temple!”

Tollo: *stunned/shocked* “Oh…well I guess I don’t have to collect my courier’s payment in Eishild.
*genuinely* Come on sis, let’s go home.”

END OF QUEST 8

END OF LEVEL 2

END OF GAME
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Characters

Player Character

Tollo - Main Character
(toe-low)

Race: Kobold, Height: 3’8”, HP: 35-45, Mana: 40-50

Model by Alex Grant

Description

Tollo lives  with his younger sister, Tille, in the slums of Ravent, the shining city in Western Azruella. Tollo
has kept secret that he has the ability to cast magic, an ability he grew as a child. Keeping it secret to

keep himself safe since only the upper elite of society are supposed to be able to have access to magic.
In order to get money to take care of his sister, Tollo has accepted a courier mission to deliver to the city

of Eishild. While training for the mission, Tille  is kidnapped by Fenrir, a harbinger of Ragnarok. Tollo
then sets out on his mission with two goals in mind: find Tille and warn of the coming of Ragnarok.

Personality

Tollo is spunky, quippy, and a little nervous. He has some training and is confident he can handle
himself, but this is also his first real courier mission. He knows this will put him to the challenge, but he

bolsters himself knowing he needs to save his sister.

Link to Player Mechanics & Abilities
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Bosses

Fenrir - Main Antagonist
(fen-reer)

Race: Demigod Height 8’
Location: Training Grounds, Hel's Temple

Model by Alex Grant

Description

A huge cosmic wolf and first born of Ikolton, the most powerful and arrogant of all his children. He is in
Azruella to maintain the corrupted status quo and help his father control the king. Fenrir is the head of
the siblings controlling the current Reign of Ragnarok under Ikolton. Before this current Ragnarok, he
was defeated by Falcur the great hero, but has since escaped the prison that was the island of Falcur’s

Hilt and now wreaks havoc all along the city of Eishild.

Personality

Fenrir is aggressive and dominant, he believes he is above everything and everyone. He is the
destroyer, and will belittle anyone who dares challenge him before making an example of them for all to

see.

Link to Fenrir Abilities (see Summons)
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Bosses

Jörmungandr - 1st Boss
(yor-mun-gaun-durr)

Race: Demigod Height 8’ Tail, 6’ Torso (14’ long total)
Location: Jormungandr's Lair HP: 350

Modely by Alex Grant

Description

A huge draconic water snake whose domain is the Underground, a system of caves in Azruella. Living in
seclusion in the depths of the underground, he is rusty on his magic due to disuse. One of the children
of Ikolton, he has been poisoning the waters in the cave system. This has ended up causing damage all

the way out to the city of Ravent.

Personality

Manipulative, dangerous, aware of his current weakness. He would happily coerce someone to join his
side, and the side of Ragnarok than to fight him.

Link to Jörmungandr Abilities
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Bosses

Hel - 2nd Boss
(hel)

Race: Demigod Height 6’4
Location: Hel's Temple HP: 250

Model by Alex Grant

Description

An undead necromancer who controls summons to do her bidding. Her strong magic skills have
allowed her to reign supreme in the forest of Yggdrasil. She is another child of Ikolton and has been

spreading disease throughout the kingdoms to cause death. She is trying to take over Oslo village and
is in the process of trying to claim the other major parts of Yggdrasil forest to extend her control over

the Wild Lands.

Personality

Calm, Stoic, a Seer, Distant. She will regard the player as unimportant until they are close to her, as she
is not physically capable in combat and relies exclusively on her summons.

Link to Hel Abilities
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Common Enemies

Jotun
(yo-ton)

Race: Corrupted Nature Height 3’
Location: Tutorial, Caves, Yggdrasil, Corrupted Forest HP: 24

Modely by Alex Grant

Description

These creatures formed as a result of Jormungandr corrupting the cave environment. They are relatively
weak and can be dealt with in a variety of ways, but if they catch you off guard they can still deal some

damage. Their attacks consist of lunging at the player, using their weight to inflict damage.

Personality

Not very smart, being rocks. They rely mostly on their brute strength. It doesn't matter who you are, if
you are not one of them they will attack.

Link to Jotun Abilities
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Common Enemies

Fursli
(foo-r-slee)

Race: Corrupted Nature Height 6’7
Location: Yggdrasil, Corrupted Forest HP: 35

Model by Ashley Fernandez

Description

Originally kind tree spirits that inhabited the forests of Azruella, these creatures are the result of Hel’s
grip on the forest of Yggdrasil. Initially it can be hard to tell when they are around, as they use heavily

forested areas as camouflage. Occasionally they will wander into more sparsely forested areas, so
travelers should be wary when they spy a lone tree in more open regions.

Personality

In their uncorrupted state they are knowledge keeping spirits of Yggdrasil. However, Hel’s power has
made them violent beasts, quick to lash out at anything that gets too close to them or they view as

trespassing on their territory.

Link to Fursli Abilities
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NPCs

Tille
(til-ee)

Race: Kobold Height: 3’8”
Location: Training Ground, Hels Temple HP: N/A

Model by Alex Grant

Description

Tollo’s younger sister. She looks up to Tollo not only as a big brother, but as her sole guardian. Tollo
goes on his adventure to afford money to take care of her. She’s young enough to not be totally aware

of kobolds lower status in society. Because of this, she doesn’t understand the seriousness of Tollo’s
ability to use magic. Instead, she just sees it as a fun trick Tollo can do.

Personality

Fun, playful, and encouraging. Slightly naive due to her age, but open and willing to live.
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NPCs

Svend
(suh-vend)

Race: Minotaur Height: 8’4
Location: Underton HP: N/A

Model by Austin Martin

Description

One of the miners left over from when glitra was harvested in the Underground. Svend is now the only
inhabitant of the settlement of Underton, as the rest of the miners have perished from Jörmungandr

poisoning the cave waters.

Personality

Kind, caring, a charismatic leader who is proud to help people and wants the best for everyone he
encounters. He is not afraid to fight, even if he knows he is not strong enough to take on Jörmungandr.

He is afraid of hights.
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NPCs

Leif
(lee-f)

Race: Orc Height: 8’4
Location: Oslo Village HP: N/A

Model by Alex Grant

Description

Like the rest of the villagers of Oslo, he is frightened of Hel’s growing influence over the forest of
Yggdrasil. To protect his fellow villagers, he erected a barricade to keep out the corrupted wood spirits,
who have been attacking innocents.  A natural leader, even in these dark times he tries to keep things

organized.

Personality

While on edge due to the threat Oslo faces from Hel, he is not subject to paranoia and is forgiving even
in these hard times. While he can seem a bit gruff at first due to the stress he’s under from protecting the

village, he has a good heart and will not turn his back on those in need.
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Mechanics
Saving

If a player dies, they will respawn at the nearest checkpoint. When a player respawns in an area
where they have previously defeated enemies, those enemies will not respawn. Players respawn with full
health points and mana.

Checkpoints

Level 0 (Tutorial) Start of Tutorial, Midway up hill, Top of hill

Level 1 (the Underground) Entrance to cave area, Overlook near Underton,
Entrance to Underton, Before Underground Lake,
Entrance to Jormungandr’s lair

Level 2 (Yggdrasil) Ragnarok Ruins, Entrance to Forest, Oslo Village,
Ausa Lake, Forest path, Corrupted Forest
entrance, Entrance to Hel’s temple, temple
courtyard

Player Mechanics

Player Stats

Stats Display Loss Regain

Health
35 HP at Start
After Jormungandr 45 HP

Health bar
showing hit
points (HP)

Reduced by
enemy/boss attacks
& environmental

At 0 HP player
respawns at last
checkpoint

Starts after 10 seconds, then 1 point
per second
Out of Combat: Regain completely
from Healing Station
In Combat: Regain partially from HP
regen

Mana
40 Mana at Start
After Jormungandr 50 Mana

Mana bar
showing
available mana

Reduced by casting
spells

Starts after 10 seconds, then 1 point
per second
Out of Combat: Regain completely
from Healing Station or by mana
regen
In Combat: Regain partially from
mana regen
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Player Mechanics

Actions Non-Magic Fighting

Category Detail Style Weapon To Use Attack Speed Base Damage Value Cues

Movement Run Melee Axe Press button
to swing

1.6 sec Deals 13 damage of
enemy HP

Success: SFX cue &
animation
Failure: No SFX cueJump

Rotate
Camera

Combat Melee
Attack

Range Crossbow Hold left
mouse to
draw, unhold
to, release to
shoot
Hold longer
for more
damage

1 sec
1.5 sec
2 sec

0-1 Second: Damage
3 HP
1-1.5 Seconds:
Damage 6 HP
1.5 seconds+: Damage
10 HP

Success: Arrow VFX &
animation
Failure: No arrow VFX

Range
Attack

Cast Spell

Swap Spell

Magic

Lightning

Obtained Level 1, the Underground

Cost/Cooldown 15 mana/12 seconds

Cast Speed 0.4 sec

Damage/Effects Stream of lightning that deals damage to multiple enemies via chaining. Can be used to destroy
objects. Damage 10 HP

Success Cue VFX indicator

Failure Cue Lack of VFX  indicator
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Graviton

Obtained Level 2, Lake Ausa

Cost/Cooldown 5 mana/3 seconds

Cast Speed 0.2 sec

Damage/Effects Creates a cone in front of the player that shoves targets back dealing damage. Damage 4HP

Success Cue VFX indicator

Failure Cue Lack of VFX indicator

Boss Abilities
Jörmungandr

Health Location Win Condition

350 HP Underground Ruins (Level 1) Defeated when HP is 0

Attacks Wave Tail Stalactite Fall

Descripti
on

A wave of water that covers a
wide area

Jorm whips his tail if player does damage to
him too fast

Causes stalactites to fall

Damage Deals 15 damage & knocks
back player

Deals 5 damage & knocks back player Deals 5 damage per stalactite

Cues Wave will spread out.
Duration: 4 seconds (2 for arm
wave & 2 to reach max
damage area)

Animation
Duration: 4 second

Boss will play an animation
Duration: 8 seconds (4 for cue & 4 of falling
stalactites)

Counters Jump over it or jump on
stalactite

Get out of rang Move out of the way or take  damage from
stalactites

Weaknesses Attack Pattern

Attack with range, melee, or magic Switch between Stalactite Fall and Wave, uses tail if player does to much damage in succession
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Hel & Fenrir

Health Location Win Condition

250 HP Hel's Temple (Level 2) Defeated when HP is 0

Attacks Necromancy Bombard Shield

Description Conjures Fenrir, who attacks player Conjures anorbs that chases
player
Orbs disappear & deal
damage upon impact with
anything

A circular magical Shield that guards Hel
from direct attacks
Shield will shove the player back with an
impulse force and deal damage

Damage See Fenrir for damage Deals 25 damage Deals 15 damage

Cues Animation for casting
Duration: ~5 seconds

Animation & audio line for
casting
Duration: ~5 seconds

VFX when spell is starting, animation &
audio line for casting
Duration: Varies depending on how fast
player approaches, knockback takes ~ 3
seconds

Counters See Summons in Hel - Summons
for counters

Player can use orbs to deal
damage to summon

Hel will not be shielded when she is casting
any of the spells (Necromancy or Bombard),
at that time player can attack her directly

Weaknesses Attack Pattern

Attack Hel while her shield is dropped
Hit Fenrir while he’s taunting, deals 20 damage to Hel

Switch between Necromancy and Bombard

Fenrir

Attacks Howl Slam Dash

Description A sonic wave Pounces down on player Runs quickly in line, dealing damage if in
path

Damage Deals 10 damage Deals 20 damage Deals 15 damage

Cues animation to attack spawn
Duration: ~4 seconds

Red circle indicating landing
area
Duration: ~6 seconds

Red line indicating area
Duration: ~2 seconds

Counters Jump over wave Get out of red circle Move away from red line

Weaknesses Attack Pattern

Players can attack him while he is taunting, deals 20
damage to Hel

Fenrir will randomly attack with Howl, Slam, or Dash.
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Common Enemy Abilities
Jotun

Health Location Win Condition

24 HP Tutorial, Level 1, Level 2 Defeated when HP is 0

Attack - Lunge (Melee)

Description The Jotun lunges its body towards the player,
colliding with them doing damage

Damage Deals 7 damage

Cues Raises fist Duration: ~2 seconds Counters Graviton to push back

Weaknesses Attack while they are in between hits, before lunge

Fursli

Health Location Win Condition

35 HP Forest (Level 2) Defeated when HP is 0

Attack - Seed Cone Throw (Range)

Description Throws a seed cone at player Damage Deals 7 damage

Cues Wind up to throw at player, travel time to hit
player. Duration: ~3 seconds

Counters Run to avoid incoming projectile

Weaknesses Attack while in between throws

Obstacle Mechanics

Obstacle Examples Danger Uses

Danger
Objects

Toxic Gas
Logs

Toxic Gas: Deals 1 point of damage per
second
Logs: deals 5 damage to player if hit by

Creates urgency and need to escape the first part of
caves
Danger in explore the environment

Destructible
Objects

Beehive Fall whenever damage is dealt to them
● Deals 5 damage to enemy below

them

Can be knocked using down lightning or range
Fall on enemy to deal damage
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Items & Economy

Item Reference Image Description Effect

Healing Station

Before boss areas, at Ragnarok
Ruins,  and in settled areas
(Underton, Oslo)

Fully heals all health and
mana

Lore Pages

A page containing information on
individuals, places, and historical
events. Found when encountering a
page’s subject for the first time or in
chests

Provides information, and in
the case of enemies hints
about their attack style and
weaknesses

Family Axe

Axe has been passed down through
Tollo’s family for years

Obtained automatically at start of
Tutorial

Used for melee attacks

Swing at target to damage

Crossbow

Crossbow that has been crafted and
used for years by Tollo to hunt and
defend himself

Obtained automatically at start of
Tutorial

Used for range attacks

Shoot at target to damage,
fires arrow
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Levels

World

Azruella map by Austin Martin, made using Inkarnate
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Level 0 - Tutorial Field

Screenshot by Stephanie Smith

Locations Training Field

Characters Tille, Fenrir

Walkthrough Jump up to camp -> Get training manual -> Talk to Tille -> Reach top of hill -> Run
from Fenrir -> Fall into Level 1

Mood Pre Fenrir - Innocent, curios, playful; During Fenrir - unnatural, sinister

Shape Smooth small area, Open spaces, bright hills

Rewards Knowledge of how to play

Player Feeling Pre Fenrir chase - safe, calm, uplifted; During Fenrir chase - danger, tense,
disoriented
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Level 1 - Underground

Screenshots by Stephanie Smith

Locations Caves, Underton, Underground Lake, Jormungandr’s lair

Characters Jotun, Svend, Jörmungandr

Walkthrough Escape toxic gas -> Find Underton ->Talk to Svend -> Find key -> Find lightning ->
Find Jormungadnr’s lair -> Defeat Jormungandr -> Exit Jormungadnr’s lair

Mood Foreign, Dark, Luminescence, Cool, Uncertainty

Shape Narrow, Tall, Grande

Rewards Learn lightning, HP & Mana buff after defeating Jormungandr

Player Feeling Trapped, Lost, Wonder, Alien
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Level 2 - Yggdrasil

Screenshot by Stephanie Smith

Locations Ragnarok Ruins, Yggdrasil Forest, Oslo Village, Falcor’s Shrine, Corrupted Forest,
Hel’s Temple

Characters Jotun, Hel, Fenrir, Leif, Fursli

Walkthrough Navigate ruins -> Find Oslo village -> Chop wood for Leif -> Find graviton -> Find
Hel’s temple -> Defeat Hel & Fenrir -> Tollo reunites with Tille

Mood Return to Familiarity, Light, New Outlook, Anxiety, Paranoia, Change

Shape Sharp, Angular, Solid, Squat, Square, Natural, Tribal

Rewards Learn graviton, complete game

Player Feeling Free, open, ascending; Corrupted forest - askew, distorted, unsafe, blocked
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Macro Chart

Level Locale Level
Structure

Exotic Gameplay Required for Level
Entry

Received in
Level

Tutorial Training Field
(Outdoor
Nature Area)

3D Bee hive cast on to
drop on and harm
enemies

Start new game NA

1 Underground
(Cave System)

3D, Boss Toxic gas Run into Cave New spell
(lightning)
HP & Mana
buff
(after defeating
Jormungandr)

2 Yggdrasil
(Forest)

3D, Boss Bee hive cast on to
drop on and harm
enemies
Rolling logs

Defeat Level 1 Boss New spell
(graviton)
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Pipelines
Click the Links to see full res versions

Art

Asset Creation Pipeline
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Design

Design Pipeline
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Coding

Programming Pipeline
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Tools

Logo

Name Unreal Engine Maya Blender Inkarnate

Version 4.26.2 2020.4 2.93 LTS N/A

Github Procreate Photoshop Substance Painter ipi Recorder and
ipi mocap studio

N/A 5.1.8 2021 (22.5.1) 2021.1.1 N/A

Zbrush Google Drive Houdini Clickup Speedtree

2021 N/A Student N/A N/A
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Valhallan Studios

Leadership
Creative Director Austin Martin
Producer Stephanie Smith

Programming Team
Programming Lead Austin Martin
Mechanics, AI Programmer Steven Fisher
Mechanics Programmer Erik Murrell
AI, Mechanics Programmer Hiram Sun
AI Programmer Holden Mitchell

Art Team
Art Lead Austin Martin
Character Modeler Alex Grant
Rigger, Animations, Weapons Modeler Andres Golzio
Technical, Environmental Artist Nathan Pluskota
Environmental Artist, Character Modeler Ashley Fernandez

Design Team
Design Lead Stephanie Smith
Narrative Design Lead, Gameplay Designer, QA/UX Allyson Pyle
Narrative Designer, QA/UX Haven Unearthly
Level Designer Hang Zheng
Level Designer Mohammad Saadeh
Sound Design Justin Downs

Voice Actors
Tollo Christopher Colón
Tille Piper Breslin
Fenrir John Eppig
Svend Austin Martin
Jörmungandr Christopher Colón
Lief Austin Martin
Hel Callie Wills

Playtesters
Ako
angaraka
BJ_NNH
CaptStarfish
Cuberto
DrkAngel378
Diana
Gocolumbia
Haven Unearthly
HawkManHawkPlan
JJ863
KRB3AST
Luckyleol
Manatee Amazonia
Ozymandias1066
Spideyfan62
Swampfox
TotalBearBrush
travis_ohyeah
xangel9626

Additional Help
Retopo, Texture Logan Bernatt
UI, Animations Joaquin Villalobos
Scandinavian Consultant Elisabeth Addison
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